
Intelligent 
Document Parser



Overview
The Intelligent Document Parser is a 
cutting-edge technology that 
revolutionizes the way businesses 
process and extract data from 
unstructured documents. By leveraging 
advanced machine learning algorithms, 
natural language processing, and 
computer vision, the Intelligent 
Document Parser can accurately and 
efficiently extract data from a wide 
range of document types, including 
invoices, receipts, contracts, and more.



Intelligent Data Extraction
Automatically extracts data from unstructured documents 
with high accuracy using machine learning algorithms.
Customizable Rules Engine
Allows users to create and modify rules for data extraction 
and validation based on specific business requirements.
Seamless Integration with Existing Systems
Integrates easily with existing systems, including CRMs, 
ERPs, and other enterprise applications.
Scalability and Performance
Designed to handle large volumes of data with high 
performance and scalability.



Accounts Payable Automation
• Automate the processing of invoices, 
purchase orders, and receipts to reduce 
errors and save time.

Loan Processing
• Extract data from loan applications, 
financial statements, and credit reports to 
streamline the loan approval process.

Healthcare Claims Processing
• Automate the processing of healthcare 
claims to improve accuracy and reduce 
processing times.



Technical Architecture
The Intelligent Document Parser is built on a microservices 
architecture, allowing for scalability and flexibility in deployment. 
The system is comprised of several key components:
•Document Ingestion Service - responsible for receiving and 
processing incoming documents.
•Data Extraction Service - extracts relevant data from the 
documents using Falcon-7B LLM
•Data Validation Service - validates extracted data against 
predefined rules and formats.
•Data Export Service - exports validated data to external systems or 
databases.



Deployment Options
• The Intelligent Document Parser can be 
deployed in a variety of ways, depending on 
the specific needs of your organization. Here 
are some of the most common deployment 
options:

• Cloud-Based Deployment: The Intelligent 
Document Parser can be deployed on a 
cloud-based infrastructure, such as Amazon 
Web Services or Microsoft Azure. This allows 
for easy scalability and flexibility, as well as 
reduced maintenance costs.

• On-Premises Deployment: For 
organizations that require complete control 
over their infrastructure, the Intelligent 
Document Parser can be deployed on-
premises. This provides maximum security 
and control, but may require more 
maintenance and upfront costs.

• Hybrid Deployment: For organizations that 
require a mix of cloud-based and on-
premises deployment, the Intelligent 
Document Parser can be deployed in a hybrid 
environment. This provides the best of both 
worlds, with the scalability and flexibility of 
the cloud and the security and control of on-
premises deployment.



CRM Integration
The Intelligent Document Parser can be integrated with popular CRM systems such as Salesforce and Hubspot. This 
integration allows for seamless data transfer and automation of lead generation and customer management processes.

Integration with Other Systems

Accounting Integration
The Intelligent Document Parser can be integrated with accounting software such as Quickbooks and Xero. This 
integration automates the process of invoice processing, reducing manual errors and increasing efficiency.

Project Management Integration
The Intelligent Document Parser can be integrated with project management software such as Asana and Trello. This 
integration allows for automatic creation of tasks and project tracking based on information extracted from 
documents.
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